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‘Sonic Emoji’



• In auditory AI applications, voice-only communication leaves significant UX value on the table by ignoring other types of auditory 
communication.  

• When users go off-script, responses become awkward and friction points snowball. 

• Response times vary wildly, leaving uncomfortable silences.

problem



• Sonic emoji interact with conversational AI ecosystems by including short, emotive bursts of sound into the response chain 

• Like visual emoji, the sounds convey broad emotions that help bridge ambiguous, off-script interactions 

• Introduce another level of brand interaction through direct emotional engagement 

• Eliminate the awkward pauses and maintain a fluid conversational timing 

• Sonic emoji can cut development time, helping get AI interfaces up and running faster.

solution: 



• Core Sound Pack: Developer kit with 100 sonic emoji.   
• Initial release planned for April 2017.   
• Regular planned expansions to about 1,200 sonic emoji. 

• 9 broad categories: 
• people, animals and nature, food, activity, travel, objects, nationality, diversity.  

• Sounds are short and punchy, like delightful bursts of emotion.  The average length of a sound is about 0.5 seconds. 

• Each sound is tagged lexically, allowing seamless insertion into conversation flows.  

• Setup requires the installation of our development kit. There is a client side and server side option available. Future versions will 
allow simpler implementation for those who want to add sonic emoji to their app or website without using any scripts.

product 



• Market Size:  
• Total market size has been estimated at $153 billion and growing.  
• User Interface development is a core driver of 20% ($30 billion) of the market.  
• 75% ($22.5 billion) have an auditory component.  

• Consumer base  
• 1 billion Siri-enabled iPhones sold 
• 5 million Amazon Echos sold 
• Estimated millions of Google Homes sold 
• This market is growing FAST. According to DigitalTrends, by 2019, two-thirds of consumers in the US will have a smart 

home-connected device. 

• Developer base 
• In just 1.5 years, 10,000s of new developers and companies have created products for the Amazon Echo ecosystem alone.  
• Apple and Google are not far behind

market 



Three - pronged approach:  

• Free License:  
• The Core Sound pack will be offered for free under a “Free Culture” Creative Commons license.   
• Foster broad appeal, promote use of our product as a base standard, increased usage among AI startups, active hobbyists, 

non-profits, and DIYers.  

• Commercial License:  
• Commercial and non-attributed uses of the Core Sound Pack pay a scaled fee based on the number of users per license 
• I.e. a small business with 3000 app users = $900 /year per license.  
• Targeting an initial pool of 30-40 AI developers would connect us to a customer base of 3,000 companies. 

• Paid Customization:  
• Exclusive packs with customized and branded sounds. Pricing is determined by complexity and user base. 
• 50 of Fortune 500 companies are already developing custom conversational AI platforms. The ‘early adopters’. 

Revenue projection 
 
50 customization licenses @ average $30,000 = $1,500,000  
3,000 commercial licenses of Core Sound pack @ average $900 = $2,700,000 

Second year revenue projection= $4.2 million  

business model 



• From Amazon to Google to Apple, the closest the major AI companies have come to sonic emoji is the home button ‘ping’.  

• While we are currently the only company in this space, it will be extremely easy for competitors to follow us into the market. 

• Eventually, all major tech companies will be looking to build out their in-house sound departments.  

• Our goal is to set the conversation, develop the value of the IP, and exit.

competitive advantage 



Public Decibel founder Jake Harper is an internationally recognized sound artist with a 2 year lead developing sound for the designed 
environment. His unique approach fuses neurosciences research, UX, and sound aesthetics to influence human behavior.  

Part of the funding is to be able to develop the IP for sonic emoji.  

proprietary technology and expertise 



Personnel 

Lead Sound Composer (Jake Harper) 
$40,000 

CTO 
$40,000 

Legal 

Patents, Trademarks, Copyright, Licensing Arrangements 
$20,000 

seeking $125,000

Fixed Costs 

Server 
Internet 
Software 
Sound equipment 
Attendance to consumer trade events 
$25,000



Public Decibel designs IoT - enabled Smart sounds to influence behavior: 

• Built environments (commercial real estate, hospitality, residential) 
• Voice-activated AI 
• Consumer electronics 
 

Company Timeline 

15’ August 
15’ September 
15’ October 
16’ July 
17’ February 

 

about public decibel

Founded by Jake Harper 
Raised $110,000 in initial funding 
First sonic urban planning project: Pershing Square, Los Angeles 
Piloted Smart Sound test in Rural Malawi (research basis for Sonic Emoji) 
Began development on Sonic Emoji 
 



Jake Harper founded Public Decibel in August, 2015.  

He graduated from New York University in 2010 with a BM in Music Composition.  

He has exhibited at institutions and galleries around the world including the Centre Pompidou, Paris; Tate Modern, 
London; New Museum, New York; and the National Museum of China, Beijing.  In 2017, he will become the first sonic artist 
to represent Antarctica at the 57th Venice Biennale of Art. 

He has created sonic experiences for clients including Louis Vuitton, La Mer, the London Eye, and the Raffles Hotel, Paris. 

From 2012 - 2015, he was a Zen Buddhist priest and monk in Tokyo, Japan. 

founder



Michael Tolkin is the CEO of a number of LA-based VR companies including Ultro Labs,  
the former director of the IMAX Labs, and founder of the NoMad Walk in NYC. 

Wilson Fong is a Partner and Vice President of Strategy and Business Development at MNML  
Ventures, a world leading 360 product development and brand incubation agency.  

Luc Arnal is a world-renowned neurosciences researcher at the University of Geneva.  
He is field of expertise is on music and language cognition.

advisors


